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Welcome to our
first issue of
The Nexa Level
The manufacturing industry is under
pressure to dramatically reduce its carbon
footprint. Raw materials, manufacturing
processes and transportation are just
some contributing factors that need
addressing. One answer is additive
manufacturing.
But reducing emissions isn’t as simple as
installing a machine — fully embracing
this technology requires us to rethink
manufacturing
methods,
design
approaches and product lifecycles.

Interested in joining a fast-growing, dynamic
company that is passionate about making
the world’s fastest 3D printers affordable
and sustainable?

In this magazine, we will share exclusive
expertise from several industry
innovators that will help us accomplish
the mission to transform the industry.

We’re looking for people who want to
deliver a brighter future for manufacturing,
care about our planet and want to reduce
the world’s carbon footprint.

We gain insight from SmarTech
Analysis, DELRAY Systems, Henkel and
Castor, as well as share thoughts from
the Nexa3D team. You can also take
part in our F1 challenge to see how
many parts you can build in one race.

If you want to work with a team of kindred
spirits that inspires, invents and innovates
every day to make the world a better place,
Nexa3D is the place for you.
Come to work with us, achieve the best work
of your career with Nexa3D. Apply here.

We hope you enjoy our first issue.
Avi Reichental
Co-founder, chairman and CEO, Nexa3D

We can’t wait to meet you!
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How 3D printing
revolutionizes supply
chain sustainability
Though the etymology of manufacturing suggests products made by hand, as the fourth
industrial revolution sweeps the globe, manufacturing is shifting from a manual to a
digitized industry. Here Avi Reichental, chairman and co-founder at Nexa3D, explains
how a digital transformation can be an environmental one too.
The advancement in 3D printing technology ushers
in a new era for supply chain and manufacturing
management. Though today’s 3D printer technology
and materials are capable of matching injection
molding quality, we are battling a reputation of
3D printing as a low-quality, low-productivity
prototyping tool. In fact, today’s technology is
highly productive for industrial applications and
meets quality standards for even the most highly
regulated industries. Aside from the processoriented benefits, 3D printing can bring a wealth
of environmental ones too — less materials usage,
reduced transportation and the freedom to use
green materials.
The energy usage of the most advanced printers
on the market can be up to one hundred times
less than a traditional injection molding tool. It
is a simple decision when you see these figures.
When a 3D printer is chosen, the drastic reduction
in energy usage decreases the manufacturer’s
overhead bills and lessens the strain that the
manufacturing site is putting on the surrounding
power grid.
A new approach
Integrating 3D printing into a production line
involves a different approach to equipment,
design and materials. Manufacturers can develop
entirely new, and entirely digital, workflows. We
recommend starting small, using software to
identify which parts are suitable for the process
and then assessing ways of improving both their
design, and their sustainability.
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be substituted for specialist AM materials, such
as xPP405-Black, which has similar properties
to molded unfilled polypropylene. Other green
alternative materials include bio-based resin
components, such as photocurable monomers
and oligomers, reinforcing agents derived from
natural resources and degradable and recyclable
thermoset products. 3D printing provides a
powerful opportunity for manufacturers to
rethink and tailor a material’s properties to suit
the application — could a composite, with a lower
embodied energy, be substituted for a metal?
When two becomes one
Part consolidation is already a significant driver for
change due to the cost savings associated with
sourcing fewer components. Adapting a multicomponent design into a larger one simplifies
production and reduces labor time because there
are fewer parts to produce and quality check. From
an environmental perspective, part consolidation
reduces the number of fasteners and materials
used, so the end product will be easier to recycle
because it does not need to be broken down into
different components.

One example of this in practice could be redesigning
a motorcycle’s upper control arm, which directs
the movement of the suspension hub and helps
align the suspension geometry. Upper control
arms are commonly made from multiple parts of
steel joined with rivets and welding. If the steel is
replaced with one continuous part of 3D printed
cast aluminum, manufacturers can irradicate the
need for welding and rivets, making it easier to
A good place to start is with materials. Conventional break down and reuse in a circular way.
injection molding resins or machining stock can

Aside from the
process-oriented
benefits, 3D
printing can
bring a wealth of
environmental
ones too —
less materials
usage, reduced
transportation and
the freedom to use
green materials.

A whole new process
Consider this example. An aerospace
manufacturer commonly uses metals,
including aluminum, to manufacture
knobs and buttons for aircraft. To reduce
the quantity of raw materials it uses, the
business invests in a 3D printer that can use
recycled photopolymer-based materials.
It adapts its designs and begins printing
buttons with an internal honeycomb
structure — the almost hollow nature of
the buttons reduces the amount of material
used in production. The new design
therefore decreases the amount of wasted
material if parts do not meet regulatory
standards and need to be discarded. A
second benefit is a more lightweight part
that reduces the fuel consumption of the
aircraft and ultimately lessens the part’s
carbon footprint over its lifetime.
It is time we rethink our manufacturing
methods, design approaches and product
lifecycles. Our planet needs manufacturers
to make the change to 3D printing today.
To find out more about how 3D printing
can help digitize the world’s supply chains
sustainably, download our eBook 3D
Printing and the Circular Economy.
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Number crunching:
Polymer 3D printing
market insights
According to the Polymer AM Manufacturing 2020-2029 report from leading
industry analysis and market forecasting data company SmarTech Analysis, the
global polymer AM market was worth nearly $10 billion in 2019. By 2030, the
industry is predicted to grow to $54 billion in yearly revenues. Here Scott Dunham,
vice president of research at SmarTech Analysis, shares his expert insights on the
state of the AM industry and his predictions for the future of the market.
2020 clearly had an impact on the polymer
AM market, but there are differing opinions on
the exact growth or decline level. Much of the
market relies on the activity of key industries
such as aerospace, medical and automotive,
so any negative impact on these sectors has
repercussions in the additive market. While
some medical manufacturers continued or
increased operations, the pandemic grounded
the aerospace industry almost entirely. What

this meant was that in the last year, the overall
additive market did decline, but not nearly in line
with other manufacturing segments.
There is no need for concern — the future is still
bright. We’re already seeing an increasing interest
and positive activity around investment in AM
once more. With new market innovations and
broadening applications of the technology, I expect
the polymer AM market will grow rapidly again.

Scott Dunham
spotlight
Dunham is the vice president of research at SmarTech
Markets, specializing in 3D printing and additive
manufacturing. He conducts research into industries
and applications of advanced manufacturing technology
to provide insight and bring clarity to businesses that
will help them make better decisions.
Dunham also oversees business development
initiatives by targeting new research opportunities and
information products offered by SmarTech with the goal
of bringing insight to uncovered or undercover market
opportunities and company growth.
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What’s driving the market?
Sometimes, the challenges of additive
can outweigh the benefits of the
technology — problems with quality,
productivity or cost can put businesses
off adopting it. However, the pandemic
demonstrated that we cannot always
rely on our existing technologies and
supply chains — additive manufacturing
can address their fragile nature.
As 3D printer technology becomes
something
that
competes
with
traditional and widely accepted
manufacturing methods, such as
injection molding, interest will grow,
and manufacturers will be more inclined
to adopt it. As the 3D printing and
injection molding models become more
comparable, we are also seeing the
industry move the goal posts away from
exclusively prototyping into the realm
of mass production.
However, while polymer 3D printing
is rapidly advancing, we do not expect
it to replace injection molding entirely
— we’re also seeing many companies
develop technology intended to
complement injection molding.
Where are we seeing market growth?
In 2015 to 2018, it seemed that a lot of
3D printing companies were sustained
by investment and research grants that
focused more on the exploration of the
technology than commercialization.
This is still ongoing, but as the
industry matures into more serious
manufacturing ventures and large-scale
factory-oriented processes, it raises the
bar and makes it more competitive.
From a competitive standpoint, I
think there are some 3D printer
manufacturers that don’t currently fit
the future vision of the industry. There’s
room for businesses to grow and adapt,
but realistically there isn’t room in the
market for all of them; the fastest to
bring new products to market will come
out on top.

Global Polymer AM Revenues ($USM)
and Year-on-Year Growth Forecast

27%

26%
22% 22%
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18%

15%
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With new market
innovations
and broadening
applications of the
technology, I expect
the polymer AM
market will grow
rapidly again.
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Technology advancements
When looking at industrial 3D printing
market drivers, we’ve seen a lot of
growth in aerospace. Metal additive
manufacturing is prevalent in this
industry, but recent developments in
flame retardant polymers have led to
an increase in aerospace manufacturers
using polymer 3D printing to build
aircraft interiors. Additionally, the
dental industry always plays a large role
in the polymers market, and we see
consistent year on year growth in this
area. With more robust polymers and
printer technologies, manufacturers
can redesign metal components using
alternative materials.

Comparison of Polymer AM Hardware
Revenues ($USM) by Hardware

Our 2019 report suggests that polymer
powder bed fusion is the most capable
polymer 3D printing process, but I
question if this is still the case. At
one time powder bed fusion had the
potential to be the most productive
process, as well as being the fastest and
cheapest method that still met quality
standards, but since this report, a new
challenger has entered the market —
photopolymerization technology.

Photopolymer Resin Revenues and
Expected YoY Growth

27%

There’s potential for this technology
to compete in productivity levels and
meet, or even exceed, powder bed
fusion in terms of part quality. No single
technology is inherently best, each type
suits different applications — companies
wanting to use AM should investigate
all processes to discover which will best
achieve their intended outcome.

25%
24%

24%
22%

22%
20%

14%

12%
11%
9%
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Materials
In the polymers market there are maybe
half a dozen mass produced printable
polymers, such as nylon composite for
powder bed fusion or PLA for material
extrusion.
Traditionally,
polymers

for 3D printing were lighter and less
durable because they were purely used
for prototyping. Now, we’re seeing the
market move away from this and into
new materials to extend the longevity
of parts. The automotive sector is
beginning to support developments
in polypropylene and UV supported,
epoxy-based photopolymers because
they are flexible and tailorable to the
applications.
The possibilities for the future are
immense, manufacturers will be able
to tailor materials to have the flexibility
and properties they need. The challenge
will be finding strong composites that
can deliver everything a manufacturer
requires. This won’t happen overnight
— materials developers will need large
R&D budgets to create, test and certify
their materials. There is also demand
for traditional plastics manufacturers
to develop their own AM materials. For
example, a leading PVC manufacturer
could extend its business by developing
a printable PVC material.
Future predictions
At the beginning of 2020 we saw
2021 as a potentially aggressive year
for growth because of the new and
reenergised interests in AM as a result
of the pandemic. The challenges of
the pandemic did stretch on for longer
than many of us anticipated, but we
still expect to return to the previous
trajectory of growth in the short term.
In the long term, we’re confident that
AM adoption will grow rapidly in the
next few years. If you look back around
five or ten years, a lot of companies
were just starting to adopt desktop
3D printing. Now, I think we’re in the
formative stages of the next phase of
serious growth.

If you look back
around five or
ten years, a lot of
companies were
just starting to
adopt desktop 3D
printing. Now, I
think we’re in the
formative stages of
the next phase of
serious growth.

Find the report you need from
SmarTech Analysis here.
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Fast just got Faster.

with DELRAY Systems

Interview with Joseph Rocca, president of DELRAY Systems, Nexa3D reseller
Founded:
2015
Location:
Oakland University Campus, Michigan
Key industry: Automotive

Are you seeing any key
industry shifts?
As we’re not far from Detroit,
automotive is a key industry
in our area. Growth in the
electric vehicle market and
the development of more
autonomous vehicles means
we are seeing a greater need
for speed, increasing interest
in polymer 3D printing.
But we are also seeing
manufacturers
reviewing
their processes to consider
AM as part of their Industry
4.0 journeys, either to
remove bottlenecks or create
more streamlined processes.
Do you find that there are
any common barriers to
adopting 3D printing?
Companies
that
have
successfully used the same
technologies for decades
sometimes ask, why change
now if our existing process is
working? We’re not actually
asking
these
companies
to change — we’re asking
them to consider something
that complements current
10

processes. Investing in AM
isn’t always about a total
overhaul!
However, if companies do
want a long-term future,
they must be progressive and
invest in innovation, or they
risk being left behind.
What can manufacturers do
to gain the full benefits of
3D printing?
We work with a lot of customers
that use 3D printing for tooling
applications. For example,
a manufacturer making egg
cartons in the paper and pulp
industry might use machining
to build tools and molds. Using
3D printing instead means
they can rapidly develop
sophisticated tools and improve
their production processes.
Now that a lot of manufacturers
have 3D printing technologies
in their facilities and understand
the benefits of AM for tooling,
they may want to look at using
it more in manufacturing. To do
this they should think about
design for AM.

3D
printing
means
manufacturers can design and
print almost anything — they
can also optimize the design
using lightweighting or by
creating complex geometries
to produce a light but durable
part. Manufacturers must
then ask themselves, is it
possible to replicate this on
the manufacturing line?
What do you think will be
the next innovation in 3D
printing?
Collaborative
robots
and other Industry 4.0
technologies
increase
productivity,
improve
accuracy and help companies
remain competitive in their
industry. In the future we
may see this occur when
more in combination with AM
— a cobot could operate the
printer, transport parts from
the build plate to the next
station for post processing
and more.
For more information visit
the DELRAY website here

How many parts can you
print during an F1 race?
with Williams Racing
Formula One is the world’s fastest and most prestigious motor racing competition and
the pinnacle of technical innovation. That’s why Williams Racing has chosen Nexa3D to
bring speed, innovation and efficiency to its additive manufacturing processes. By using the
NXE400, Williams Racing can manufacture complex, lightweight parts in minutes.
How fast can you go? Your challenge.

Example of a y-coupler

The most recent race on the calendar, The Formula
1 Pirelli British Grand Prix has just taken place. It’s
considered one of the fastest tracks on the calendar
with drivers achieving top speeds of 329.5kph over
a 306.198 km race distance.
George Russell, one of the Williams Racing drivers
completed the race in 1hour, 58 minutes and 23
seconds.
How many parts could you print during this time?
Applying your current processes and 3D printing
technology, calculate how long it takes you to
produce a part.
Take this example of a y-coupler.
By optimizing the design and placing as many parts
on the build plate as possible, we can build 81 parts
on one plate in twelve minutes (x45 NAT, 200 µm)
on an NXE400 printer.
Once you know how long it takes to produce
the optimum number of parts on one plate,
calculate how many parts you could print during
George’s race time. Factor in any post processing
requirements.
We’ll share some of your
answers in issue two!

How many parts can you print?
Head to our social channels to submit your answers.
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What challenges are makes it considerably easier for
manufacturers to take the leap
most prevalent in the to 3D printing.”
industry, and how is
AM software changing What is 3D
in response?
printing software’s
contribution to the
OB: “It can be difficult making
the jump from traditional circular economy?

Software and the 3D
printing circular economy
In conversation with…
Michele
Marchesan

Omer
Blaier
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Marchesan is the chief growth officer
at Nexa3D, specializing in growing
Nexa3D’s presence in the 3D printing
market. He focuses on all areas of
growth by leveraging Nexa3D’s
disruptive advantage of breaking the
speed and productivity barriers its
competitors face. Marchesan also
discovers untapped markets and
channels with the goal of bringing
insight to these markets and growing
the company.

Blaier is the co-founder and CEO
at automated 3D printing software
specialist, CASTOR. Blaier focuses on
helping reduce costs and lead time by
implementing 3D printing software
into customer’s businesses. With
extensive product development and
3D printing experience, innovation
and modernisation are at the forefront
of every business decision, keeping
CASTOR’s customers at the forefront
of the industry.

One day,
manufacturers
can expect
a piece of
software to tell
them if a part
is suitable for
AM, to help
them design it
for a particular
application,
and then test
its quality and
functionality
all in one.

manufacturing to 3D printing. In
fact, 3D printing may not even be
considered when a company first
sends its blueprints to a service
bureau. Most manufacturers are
unaware that 3D printing could,
say, lower their production
costs or improve manufacturing
efficiency. Unfortunately, I think
it will be another five-to-ten
years before this gap closes.”

MM: “While there may be
knowledge gaps that exist in some
businesses, the manufacturing
industry is aware of the benefits
of 3D printing. Engineers in
a variety of sectors are now
familiar with the technology and
consider additive manufacturing
as an alternative to traditional
manufacturing methods. Thanks
to innovations in software like
Ximplify, manufacturers are now
more equipped than ever; it is
possible to receive to-the-minute
information at your fingertips.
Combining this with new
ultrafast AM technology means
manufacturers can empower
themselves like never before.
OB: “Exactly and, like ultrafast
hardware, software continues
to evolve and become more
sophisticated, covering more
of the 3D printing process.
For instance, some platforms
highlight design needs, while
others signpost how the part
should be managed, and whether
a component is compatible
with 3D printing, which is our
focus. Bringing this all together

OB: “We believe there are two
main benefits of using software
as far as the circular economy
is concerned: slimming down
huge inventories, and reduced
transportation.
A
smaller
inventory is more efficient and
fewer parts go to waste because
manufacturers
only
make
what they need. Meanwhile,
because businesses won’t need
to import these parts, it lowers
the transportation emissions,
reducing
overall
carbon
footprints.
“We have already seen the
benefits of smaller inventories
with some of our customers.
One company in Connecticut
wanted to reduce its overall part
count and inventory costs, so
we used our platform to analyse
metal parts technically and
economically on their production
line.
“We identified one component
that the company could print
onsite for the equivalent of €69,
a 400 per cent saving over its
existing arrangement. It could
also reduce the delays associated
with ordering and delivery by as
much as eight weeks. Combined
with the environmental benefits,
switching to virtual warehousing
was a no brainer.”
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As the circular
economy is growing,
what can we expect
future software to
look like?
MM: “Everywhere, enterprise
resource planning (ERP) systems
are becoming more popular and
it’s only a matter of time until
this trend hits the 3D printing
industry. As Omer mentioned
earlier,
developers
around
the world are trying to solve
different types of AM challenges
in their innovations. Eventually,
these will all come together in a
unified workflow software that
harmonizes every element.”
OB: “Some platforms will tell you
if a design can work, while others
will say how it should be managed
and if it needs to be shipped to
a third party. Although every
platform appears isolated, there
are lots of interoperable options
in this
arena and the future is promising.
One day, manufacturers can
expect a piece of software to
tell them if a part is suitable for
AM, to help them design it for a
particular application, and then
test its quality and functionality
all in one.
“To support this, we have
provided a necessary piece of
the jigsaw and a way of closing
one of the information gaps —
the uncertainty over whether 3D
printing is suitable for a particular
application.”

What is your advice
for improving
sustainability?
OB: “Unless supply chains
are repaired, manufacturers
will struggle to meet their
sustainability targets. Being
able to identify what can be
printed on-site is a great place
to start because it means
companies can secure what
they need in an emergency,
without compromising on their
sustainability goals.”
MM: “Knowing your AM
potential is a good starting point,
but manufacturers can look
further ahead and consider part
build as well. This means using
software, advanced materials
and precision technology in
combination, to design and
produce quality parts in hours.
This is the only way businesses
can truly realize and harness
the benefits of a sustainable 3D
printing process.”

Castor
Based in Tel Aviv, Israel, CASTOR has developed
three separate platforms aimed at AM novices,
experts and vendors — Light, Enterprise and
White Label. The company partnered with
Nexa3D to create Ximplify, an online cost
analysis tool that identifies parts that can be
optimized via 3D printing. CASTOR already has
thousands of customers across the globe in
countries including the US, Japan, Germany and
the UK.
All its software is united by one common goal
— to give manufacturers the information they
need to inform and optimize their 3D printing
projects.
Visit Castor’s website here
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3D printing materials:
Understanding innovation
Prototyping was 3D printing’s starting point and, for many years, its domain. Thanks
to ongoing innovations in materials and resins, rapid prototyping is now a reality for
manufacturers everywhere. Now, we are seeing a shift, where additive manufacturing
(AM) is increasingly used for end use part production. Nevertheless, prototypes and
modelling still make up most of the 3D printing market.
Here Sam Bail, Head of Sales and Partnership for Additive Manufacturing at Henkel,
explains the market needs of rapid prototyping and why material innovation is key.
According to our market
research, in 2020, prototyping
made up around three quarters
of the 3D printing market, while
the remaining 25 per cent was
end part production.

By 2030, we estimate
that end use part
production
will
increase to around
40 per cent of the
overall AM market.

Receiving parts the same day is
one thing, ensuring they are to
the highest standard is another:
this means focussing on aspects
like the surface finish, the detail
definition and edge crispness.
Traditionally, when creating a
prototype, manufacturers could
print
aesthetically
pleasing
models, but these were not
durable.
Alternatively,
they
could produce functional parts
that did not match the aesthetic
requirements of production
parts. Either way there is a
compromise at play.

Although we are all excited
about this development, 3D
printing models and prototypes
will always have their place.

Innovation in action
Manufacturers can only achieve
the functionality, aesthetics and
quality they need by harnessing
the
benefits
of
material
The pain points
innovations. Having an ultrafast
When we look at market needs, 3D printer is only half the story,
speed is high on the priorities the resins themselves must offer
list. This is particularly apparent the necessary properties.
in critical industries like medical
devices, where delay is never We
are
now
witnessing
an option. Now, when we think material evolution in real-time
speed, we think ultrafast. Being — photoplastics and other
able to receive parts in hand the materials are now more durable,
same day, even within hours, is tough and strong than ever
important for more and more before. We are also seeing a rise
manufacturers across different in specialized resins with certain
industries.
thermal and electrical properties,
for industries like automotive,
aerospace and dentistry.

Biocompatibility
is
another
interesting area of development,
which is opening the 3D printing
door to medical devices, athletic
wearables and even personalized
audio products. For example,
xMED412, which we launched
with Nexa3D in 2020, is medical
grade, offers superior impact
and compression strength, is
lightweight and highly durable.
We can already find these new
materials in medical products
ranging from lice combs to
nasopharyngeal (NP) swabs used
when testing for COVID-19.
Collaboration is key
Our customers often want to
assess several material options
with different thermal resistance,
durability, elasticity and even
color. By collaborating with
Nexa3D, we can harmonize
customers’ needs with 3D
printing technology, working
together to bring a total solution
to market. Looking ahead, being
able to share knowledge and
skills like this will be key for
democratizing the wider industry.
For more information
Henkel’s website here

visit
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Creating your own
digital warehouse
The traditional warehouse model of mass-producing parts, storing them centrally
and shipping them to an end destination to be catalogued and stored again, is
plagued with inefficiencies. 3D printing means producing parts on demand, only
when — and where — needed. But, to produce virtual inventory at scale requires a
strategy, a roadmap and the right tools. Here Avi Reichental, CEO and chairman of
Nexa3D, explains.
3D printing makes the virtual warehouse possible.
In this model, design files are stored virtually,
removing the need for tools or molds, reducing
lead times and providing a mechanism to prevent
to supply chain disruptions. With production
closer to the point of use, manufacturers benefit
from more control over their supply chain, a lower
risk of stockouts and reduced inventory costs. The
environmental benefits to producing parts locally
are compelling too, around 30 per cent of US
energy usage in 2017 was from transporting goods
and people.

Though the utopia of
a virtual warehouse
is often discussed,
there is very little
information available
on where to start. It’s
time to close the gap
between aspiration and
execution.
Testing the water
A good place to start is using a smart software tool
to identify which parts are suitable for 3D printing.
A decision support software that includes artificial
intelligence (AI) can sift through thousands of parts
to determine which are suitable for turning into
digital inventory and which must stay as physical.
Complex geometries make a great project, but
16

components containing PCBs are likely to be a
challenge to tackle further down the line.
The software can take all this into account, evaluating
your bill of materials (BOM), looking at prototypes,
service parts and minimum order quantities, before
making suggestions.
Where do I start?
Once the tool has identified a list of possible
options, you begin evaluating which parts make
the most sense for your business. This could be
low volume parts that typically sit in the warehouse
for long periods, or obsolete and difficult-to-source
components. While there are obvious advantages
to 3D printing low volume parts, the virtual
warehouse is not limited to them — the NXE400
can produce half a million parts a year.
For many companies, a logical place to start is
aftermarket parts. Tailhousing for brake lights on
vehicles that are a few years old, for example, can
be difficult to source and, if you do have them
in stock, they commonly sit on the shelf for long
periods of time.
Many medical and dental parts are also suitable for
3D printing, such as custom dental restorations,
aligners or hip replacements, which can be produced
for individual patients, rather than made in a set of
standard sizes. Aerospace and defence companies
are also taking advantage of 3D printing — the fully
digital process is easy to certify and aircraft have very
long lives that make sourcing spares challenging.
The opportunities are endless, branching into food
and drink, oil and gas and more.

Software tools for success
Modern design software can simulate both the
printing and the costing of each part, to ensure
it can be done quickly and with confidence.
Finite element analysis (FEA), generative design
and testing is also built into some software, to
help you produce an optimal geometry that
performs well and provides longevity in its final
environment.
For example, can you combine multiple
components into one, simplifying procurement
further? Can you incorporate lattice or
honeycomb structures to lightweight the part
and reduce material use? How can you color
match the original part with a new material?
Simulation tools mean you can test and prototype
virtually before you go too far down the road,
ensuring it is a viable option technically and
commercially. Once you have built experience
with some initial parts you can build the
organizational muscle, before building a digital
threat and scaling up into a virtual warehouse
model.

In generative design, the designer does not determine
the form; iterative computation does
17

IN THE NEWS
Nexa3D marches on into China
Nexa3D has appointed Qun Zhang as Head of
Operation, China, and joined forces with leading
technology distributor VSTECS. The collaboration
— Nexa3D’s first in China — was unveiled with joint
attendance on the booth at TCT Asia in Shanghai.

CECIMO urges European
Commission to consider 3D
printing in its Sustainable
Product Initiative
European machine tool association
CECIMO is asking the European
Commission to consider 3D printing as
an “enabling technology” in its upcoming
Sustainable Product Initiative as part
of reform to the Ecodesign Directive.
“AM makes repairs and remanufacturing
easier and more cost-effective,” said a
spokesperson from CECIMO. “It allows
spare parts to be printed on-demand
and closer to where they are needed.
This helps reduce inventory waste and
products’ carbon footprint, and extend
the lifetimes of those products requiring
spare parts that would otherwise be
difficult to obtain.”

3D printing could cut costs in
education
3D printing open-source learning aids
for students, rather than purchasing
them online, could cut costs by 86
per cent, according to Michigan
Technological University. As part of the
study, 38 learning aids were evaluated,
saving the educational community $1.7
million so far.
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These appointments open another important chapter
in the company’s rapid global expansion, which has
already seen Nexa3D branch out from North America
to EMEA and APAC.

Nexa3D launches smart,
sustainable, affordable washer

Innovations award for
Nexa3D team

Nexa3D has launched new automated
washer that works exclusively with
its sustainable xCLEAN washing
detergent to help manufacturers
streamline, optimize, and scale their
3D printing and post-processing
operations.

Nexa3D was awarded
“Best in Class” for machines
and processes at the
Innovations Awards at the
AM Tech Forum on June 17,
2021. The event, hosted
by ASME (The American
Society of Mechanical
Engineers)
celebrates
innovations in additive
manufacturing (AM) and
product discovery.

The new xWash is a fully automated,
smart cleaning washer that is
designed to readily accept a full build
plate from the company’s flagship
NXE400 3D printer at volumes of up
to 16 litters per print job.
Customers using xWASH can
experience
significant
postprocessing cost reductions of as much
as 75 per cent compared with other
post processing units and realize
orders of magnitude throughput
gains by producing consistent highquality parts.

Securing $55 million to progress global mission
Nexa3D has closed financing rounds exceeding $55 million in funding. This funding enables Nexa3D to bolster
its manufacturing operations to fulfil increasing customer demand, scale commercial activities worldwide,
expand customer acquisition and customer success operations, grow its reseller channel globally, and expedite
several new products to market.

China is one of the largest and fastest
growing manufacturing markets in the
world and is currently witnessing a
digital transformation throughout its
entire industrial ecosystem.

In addition, the funding allows Nexa3D to extend its overall polymer technology leadership by fasttracking the development and commercialization of several new ground-breaking polymer 3D printers,
launching a new class of performance polymers, and accelerating the development and deployment of its
proprietary software platform.

Participating at this important event
with Nexa3D was a great opportunity
to demonstrate our joint commitment
to solving the most pressing challenges
facing Chinese industrial businesses.
Chen Tao, vice president of machine and
peripheral product business group at VSTECS
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Something is coming.
We’re putting the power in your hands.
Rapid printing

Material flexibility

Affordable price

Visit our website to be the first to know more.

nexa3d.com
(805) 465-9001
1923 Eastman Ave, Suite 200
Ventura, CA 93003

Compact size

